More about the inside of a Neutral
Zone inside of a Black-Hole
The idea for Neutral Zone unique to the C-R theory.
The Neutral Zone is the total volume inside the Black-Hole where the escape
velocity (or gravitational curvature) exceeds the speed-of-light. Effectively,
this prevents any interactions, knowledge, influence, or time-related events
while in the Neutral Zone. Everything which comes into the Neutral Zone
comes in at it’s minimum possible energy configuration, including photons and
neutrinos.
Note: By it’s very nature, the Neutral Zone accumulates and concentrates both
matter (charged and neutral), and energy (time-frozen, or energy-resonant but
trapped).
Matter acts like it is caught “sleeping” in a hammock, but each piece tied-up so it
can’t get out. Imagine the same idea for a photon of energy. Each photon
would act like it was trapped - resonating inside a reflective billiard ball. At this
time, it can’t decay, interact, influence, radiate, or escape. Neither do they
disappear, or travel to somewhere or somewhen else.
Note: either this volume of spacetime doesn’t obey the second law of
thermodynamics, or the second law doesn’t apply here. (Is it really
a law then?)
Ironically, for matter and energy trapped in the Neutral
Zone, any motion by matter or energy in either
the outside Active Zone, or the inside Active
zone will be “relatively” at faster-than-the
speed-of-light!! For theoreticians,
does this imply a practical way
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and concentrated energy. The
Neutral Zone is “primed” for reactivation
All it needs is some outside event sufficiently
distort a part of the Neutral Zone’s envelope
to uncurve or unbend, and allow some or all
of these particles to attain reactivation.

